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Between us is a party game 4-10 player you can play online. The premise is simple: there are scammers mixed with your spaceship crew looking to kill everyone and sabotage the mission. Between us gets the excitement of classic party games like Werewolf Online. It's challenging, immersive, and a lot of fun. This free multiplayer game combines aspects of teamwork and
betrayal. All you need are some friends, a Discord server, or a local WiFi network. People can join from various devices as the game is platform-independent. Between us we'll place you in a spaceship, which you'll have to keep to return to Earth. However, a foreign fraudster (or several) is also on board, replacing one of your crew members. It should be easy to detect, but there is
a trap. You can't contact your partners during the game—just observe their in-game behavior. The crook's role is to undermine your activities and kill everyone on the team. Sabotage your progress by moving through the airways, catching other players unawares, misdirecting the murders, and improperly performing maintenance work. What the crew can do is react quickly to the
attacks, monitor other members and locate the alien. Once you're sure enough that you've discovered them, throw a vote to get them off the ship. Otherwise, the mechanics of the game are simple. You can walk, fix ship issues, murder (in some cases) and report a body you found. Where can you run this program? This game runs on Android 9.0, iOS 12.1.2 Windows 7 and later.
Is there a better alternative? Yes. Space Station 13 has a similar theme and a little more layers in history. Other, less complex alternatives include Hide Online and City of Salem.Although ship maintenance work gets somewhat repetitive, between us it gets to the first murder. It's nice to see your friends lying, backing off and working together to find the Crook. Yes. As long as you
have a fairly large group of friends interested in the story, this game will offer you hours of fun. MOBAs are a relatively newer type of mobile gaming. For those who don't know, MOBA stands for Multiplayer Online Battle Arena. They came from a huge computer sequence that includes the likes of League of Legends and DOTA 2. The genre is so popular that many websites cover
it as a sport and teams can for real prize money. The style of play is quite simple. You and other players have to invade and take the side of the opposing team. Buying MOBA on Android isn't great yet, but there are some decent titles to choose from. The big three at the moment are Arena of Valor, Mobile Legends: Bang Bang, and Vainglory so we recommend these first
Honestly, we also think Onmyoji Arena is up there as well. Here are the best MOBA for Android! Price: Free to play Arena's Bravery is one of the newest MOBA comparatively speaking. There's a lot of them. Many. I like it, I like it. It features five vs five, three vs three, and one vs one game modes. In addition, there are over three dozen heroes, ten minute matches, co-op
multiplayer, and more. This started alongside the Razer Phone and grew in popularity rather quickly. Some have lamented the Facebook link. Otherwise, we haven't heard a ton of complaints about this game. Like most MOBA, some heroes can be acquired as in-app purchases. Brave LegendsPrice: Free to playBrave Legends is not the most loyal MOBA of its kind. It's a mixture
of a MOBA along with an ACTION RPG. You get characters, level them up, and do battle against other players. The mix of items is nice if you want something a little different, but not great if you want a clean MOBA experience. The game also features tons of fo characters to collect, each with a bunch of skills, and plenty of content to play in. It's not quite a pure MOBA, but it has
enough elements. Most online matches last about three minutes. Brawl Stars or Battle BayPrice: Free to play Brawl Stars and Battle Bay are two much lighter MOBA. Brawl Stars is a new game from Supercell, the makers of Clash of Clans, Clash Royale, and Boomb Beac. Battle Bay is Rovio's, and everyone knows Rovio. These games are not necessarily hardcore MOBA on his
face. However, they contain enough MOBA elements to consider them part of the species. These games have a much lighter tone than other MOBA on this list. Of course, lighter tone means a less intense, simpler game. If that sounds in your alley, try them. Heroes ArenaPrice: Free to playHeroes Arena is a less popular but still somewhat decent MOBA. The game features 1v1,
3v3, and 5v5 modes so you can choose how long your matches are. In addition, there is the usual set of heroes, a fairly decent level of adjustment before the game, and some other elements. The game attempts a faster style of play, letting players do things like buy mid-battle equipment without returning to base. The game is surprisingly easy and maybe a little too easy. This is a
decent choice for beginners in the genre. Heroes EvolvePrice: Free to playHeroes Evolved is a pretty popular MOBA. It also has some of the most unique features. The basic experience is very good, too. It features over 40 heroes, a clan system, short match options, and more. It also includes a Chaotic Strike game mode. You have no mother to manage and faster recharge. It's
actually quite There isn't a ton of MOBA like this. It might even be good for eSports someday. Mobile Legends: Bang BangPrice: Free to playMobile Legends: Bang Bang is one of the oldest MOBA on mobile. In terms of net download numbers, it is also the most popular. The game features five vs five battles, simple controls, ten minute fight lengths, and more. Google Play's
description boasts ten-second matchmaking wait wait That's a little too much. Everything else is top notch, though. Disconnected players can return to the same battle. We thought it was kind of nice. It's definitely up there among the best MOBA. Onmyoji ArenaPrice: Free to playOnmyoji Arena is MOBA NetEase with their onymoji series serving a character base. It works a lot like
other MOBA, but with some unique differences. This has a three versus three versus three triple battle royale mode which is surprisingly fun and chaotic. The game has a history of problems with afk players and the occasional loading issue, but to a large extent it is a positive experience. Planet of HeroesPrice: Free to playPlend of Heroes is an up-and-coming MOBA. In terms of
features, it's pretty decent. The game includes three difficulty modes for AI fighting, RPG elements, three vs three fighting, and seven minute fight lengths. Probably not good enough for eSports. It leans a little too casual for that. However, there are many possibilities to make that hardcore. You can play as often as you want and developers boast as fair of an experience as any. It
is also one of the few MOBA with single player campaign mode. Neat! Paladins StrikePrice: Free to play Paladins Strike is another newer MOBA. It features most of the key things, including fast five vs five matches, 15 champions, multiple game modes, and more. The MOBA element is not the mainstay of the game, as other game modes include various mechanics, such as
escorting a payload through the bad. It's a nice middle way for people who like MOBA, but don't just want a simple Jane MOBA game. That said, there is an esports element if you want to compete at this level. It's a pretty decent MOBA, although it has a few bugs here and there. VaingloryPrice: Free to playVainglory exploded on the mobile scene in 2015 and is easily among the
most popular mobile MOBA. It boasts a list of over 25 heroes. That's a pretty decent choice. Matches can be played for seven minutes for fast games. There is also an option for 25-minute races for all-day festivals. In terms of mechanics and play, Vainglory boasts 60fps game and 30ms control response. This serves hardcore MOBA fans pretty well. It is one of the most popular
MOBA on Android for some reason. Its popularity also makes race waiting times quite low. If we missed any of the best MOBA for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to see the latest android app and game lists! Simulation games are one of the most expansive and popular types of games. It is also one of the most popular on mobile because tap-
and-swipe controls translate well on touch screens. It's easy to play, fun to engage with, and some of it can last for years. Simulation games are quite easy to explain. It's a game where things things automatically and you just kind of push things along in certain directions with your decisions. The idea is to mimic a particular activity. The challenge is the expansiveness of the
simulation genre. You can simulate almost anything and so you have tons of subspecies such as flight sims, life sims, city builder sims, survival sims, farming sims, sports sims, and all kinds of other sims. This makes a better list difficult to assemble because there are so many options in so many topics. Still, we'll do everything we can. Here are the best simulation games for
Android! Check out more simulation games here: AltLifePrice: Free to playAltLife is a text style life simulator. It starts like most life simulators. You're born, you grow up, you make decisions about life, and you finally die someday. The game allows you to make various decisions and monitors your life statistics such as happiness, appearance, health, etc. The game allows you to
make decisions and branches out of there. It's a super basic game with no graphic appeal whatsoever. Those looking for something closer to The Sims can try The Sims: Mobile or The Sims: FreePlay, two relatively more modern life simulation games. Animal Crossing: Pocket CampPrice: Free to playAnthing Transit: Pocket Camp is a social simulator. It doesn't simulate anything
particularly, but people tend to agree that it simulates things. Players fall on an island and while there, make friends with local wildlife, set up a camp, explore the area, art stuff, and do more things. The variant of the Nintendo Switch is much more in-depth, but the mobile version will scratch that itch as well. The mobile version includes over 1,000 pieces of furniture, 300 clothing,
and over 100 animal friends. People love this, even if it's a free game. The Escapists 2Price: $6.99The Escapists 2 is mix between a strategy and simulation game. You live in prison and you want to break it out. Players live daily prison life, including going to the exercise yard, eating food, and all that jazz. However, in the background, you are secretly planning your escape. The
game has a variety of prisons to escape from and a variety of ways to escape from each one. The first game of the series is still pretty good, but it's slightly less refined than the second. We suggest one, honestly. Fallout ShelterPrice: Free to Play Fallout Shelter dominated headlines back in 2015 when it came out. He's been praised for his fun game, Fallout's classic quirk, and
excellent freemium. In it, you can build a smog shelter and fill it with residents. The residents do various jobs to keep the vault. They also interact with each other in various interesting ways. You can make them have babies if you want. The idea is to create the best vault ever, explore the wilderness, and create a thriving prosperous of living people. This is definitely one of the
oldest simulation games on the list, but it is still the best example of its specific style of play within the genre so it gets to stay. FPV FreeriderPrice: $2.99FPV Freerider is one of the driest simulation games on mobile. It doesn't have nearly as much to do, but it's really great at what it does. It's a flight simulator for drones. It supports both the line of sight and first-person visibility
while you fly and gives the game a strong feeling. Players can take off, fly around, fly through small obstacle courses and make some fun trucks. The game also supports hardware controllers. You'll need a more powerful phone to maintain high frame rates with high-resolution graphics, but you can always lower the graphics to increase frame rates. The developer also lists
controllers that have been found useful to other players. It runs for $2.99 with no additional purchases or in-app ads. PicaSim is another great option for rc sims aircraft flight. Game Dev TycoonPrice: $4.99Game Dev Tycoon is one of the newest simulation games on mobile. It's technically a port from the computer, but that doesn't hurt it. You start with nothing and slowly build a
huge game studio. You can improve your skills, make various decisions, and try to sell the best games. It is one of the few sim games game developer. However, this seems to check all the right boxes. It's also a rare payment game without in-app purchases. The mobile version includes a piracy feature, an updated story bar, and touch screen controls. This game is also free to
play if you use Google Play Pass.Kairosoft gamesPrice: Free / VariesKairosoft is a developer on Google Play and one of the undisputed masters of the mobile simulation genre. The developer's portfolio is stacked with good titles including Grand Prix Story 2 (sim racing), Dream House Days (life sim), Ramen Sensei and Cafeteria Nipponica (cooking and restaurant sims), Game
Dev Story (sim game developer), The Manga Works (sim publisher), and at least a dozen others. Most of the games are premium and run for about $5.49, while others may be free to play. Most of the games use the same retro style graphics and some similar mechanics, but they really can't go wrong with any of them. MetroPrice Mini: $0.99Mini Metro is a retro style subway
simulator. The spend their time drawing a metro map for a developing city. You have to overcome various obstacles to create something that runs smoothly and in time. The city you're developing grows randomly so that each game is different. In addition, the game includes a variety of upgrades, an endless mode to relax and relax, and an extreme mode for some additional
challenges. The graphics are nothing to write home about, but this is otherwise excellent. It runs for $0.99 without in-app purchases or ads so it's also great for simulator fans of a budget. Price: $3.99 with in-app purchasesMotorsport Manager Mobile 3 is a racing sim card. Players build a racing team, a race car, and manage things like upgrades and improvements. Then fight
against the competition. This gets pretty grainy as well. Players must plan for things like pit stops, weather changes, rule changes and accidental crashes on the tracks. Your driver and crew also earn levels and are more capable of some things than others. It's one of the deepest racing sims on Google Play and is also relatively new. It goes for $3.99 with some optional in-app
purchases as well. Pocket CityPrice: Free/$3.99Pocket City is a city sim builder similar to Sim City. Try to say that three times fast. He has most of the mechanics of a city builder. This includes the actual construction of a city, the careful mixing and matching of different types of buildings, and the ability to unlock new land as you go. This also includes fun, random events such as
block parties, but also things like weather disasters. It is playable in a vertical or horizontal way and is also playable offline. The free version is the basic ad game. The premium version goes for $3.99 and contains special features, a sandbox function, and removes ads. This is easily among the best building simulation games in the city on mobile. Those looking for something more
classic may try SimCity BuildIt, but we believe Pocket City is a better SimCity on mobile. RFS - Real Flight SimulatorPrice: $0.99 with in-app shipsFS is a very good flight simulator on Android. It is also one of the most in-depth with tons and tons of things for players to simulate. Some of the features include weather changes, a day and night cycle, the ability to create complex flight
patterns, a relatively advanced and realistic HUD, and a few other elements. The pro version is expensive, but this is where things get interesting. Adds to multiplayer support (with a conversation). However, it also allows you to fall into real flights that are currently happening around the world and simulate their route to their destination. We thought it was a really cool feature.
Rebel IncPrice: Free to play Rebel Inc is one of the newest simulation games. They are from the same developers of insanely popular Plague Inc and we recommend either one. Rebel Inc. puts you in an area with a ton of turmoil. Your goal is to rebels, bring peace to the region, and help the region grow and prosper. There are seven areas to stabilize and the game simulates all
sorts of guerrilla tactics to deal with. Those who prefer not to deal with terrorists can also try Plague Inc. where you try to infect the entire planet with a virus. Rollercoaster TycoonPrice: $5.99 with in-app purchasesTycoon is one of the great simulators in gaming history. The game gives you a script and an amusement park. Entertainment. construction of the park in such a way as
to meet the requirements of the scenario. Players can custom build rides, determine the layout of their parks, and even hire security guards and janitors to keep the place and keep it safe. The mobile version of the game comes with all the content from Rollercoaster Tycoon and Rollercoaster Tycoon 2 along with some optional DLC purchases to add more. There's a free version of
rollercoaster Tycoon in the Play Store along with a second one, but the classic version is so much better. Stardew ValleyPrice: $6.99Strew the Valley is a mix of various species including RPG, life sim, agriculture sim, and social sim. The player falls on a dilapidated farm that must be restored during the game. There is a nearby village where you can court will-be important others
and a plethora of mini-games and quests to keep things interesting. It's not as realistic as Giants Software's Farming Simulator 20, but we think it's a little more well rounded overall. The game runs for $6.99 without in-app purchases and you can play it for free if you use Google Play Pass.Star Traders: FrontiersPrice: $6.99Star Traders: Frontiers is technically a strategy game.
However, we included it here because it has a lot of simulation elements. You're basically simulating the career of a space resident. You will explore new planets and new areas while forming alliances with various factions or go into it as an independent contractor. The game is very deep and allows you to play in different ways. You can be a pirate, a military warrior, or even trade
things if you want. It's wide open and a really fun world to be a part of. The game costs $6.99, but has no other in-app purchases or ads. If we missed any of the best simulation games for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to see the latest lists of apps and games! Lists!
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